Today’s economy is one of high demand and next or same-day delivery. Your operation is expected to be fast and efficient. The Zebra MC9300 ultra-rugged Android mobile computer is the device that helps you keep up. So your front-line workforce can capture their edge.

Meet the demands of the on-demand economy

On-Demand Economy by the Numbers:

- Increase in volume of online orders expected by 2020*
- Percentage of logistics providers expected to offer same-day delivery by 2021**

Zebra MC9300 by the Numbers:

- 10% increase in productivity with better ergonomics than the competition
- -30°C works in cold environments, like cold storage
- 15 number of years Zebra’s MC9000 series has been #1 in ultra-rugged mobile computing
- 4.3” WVGA display with Gorilla Glass
- Runs twice as long as the MC9200 on a single charge

Modern Android Platform
- Future-proof technology you can count on
- Releases on Android O with support for future releases

Advanced Data Capture
- 1D/2D industrial barcode scanning
- Direct Part Mark (DPM) scanning for challenging use cases
- SimulScan for scanning multiple barcodes at once

MC9000-Series Legacy
- Familiar form factor, pre-loaded Terminal Emulation and easy migration to modern, touch-based apps

Field-Replaceable Keyboards
- Glove-friendly
- Similar layouts for familiar data entry

**The Future of Fulfillment Vision Study, Zebra Technologies, 2018